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DeFi Synthetic Assets Development
Build your own Decentralized Finance (DeFi) crypto synthetic asset platform from 
Blockchainappsdeveloper - A leading Decentralized Finance (DeFi) Development Company. 
We offer the best DeFi cryptocurrency services to enterprises & start-ups globally.

What is a Synthetic asset?
The simple term “synthetic asset” refers to a combination of crypto assets that have the equal 
value as another crypto asset.

What is Synthetix?
Synthetix.io allows the traders to bet on any type of cryptocurrency, stocks, and other assets in 
the form of ERC20 tokens.

Who Invented Synthetix?
Synthetix was initiated as a stablecoin project called Havven and was founded by Kain Warwick, 
the current CEO of Peter McKean. Synthetix is now one of the biggest projects in DeFi with SNX 
tokens

Why an investor would choose to purchase a synthetic asset following this reasons

What are synthetics good for?

Synthetix is based on a system of collateral, staking, inflation, and fees to build multi-token 
infrastructures.

The protocol’s synthetic assets, known as Synths, copy the price of an asset in the marketplace 
and bring it onto the Ethereum blockchain network giving that Synth all the properties of an 
ERC20.

Synthetics are comprised of one or more derivatives, based on the value of an asset

Forward commitments: Futures contract, forwards contract, and swaps finance. Contingent 
claims: Options finance, credit derivatives such as credit default swaps (CDS), and asset-backed 
security

For instance, rather than buying a stock, an investment company may buy a call option and sell 
a put option on the same stock. The use of synthetic assets here permits a certain company to 
develop the use of multiple financial models rather than a single investment crypto asset.

Decentralized Finance is a permissionless finance alternative to all our traditional finance 
services. Here, the whole financial system is decentralized without any intermediary or 
middleman. In simple words, when you purchase in online transactions is act directly pay from 
your wallet without the support of any external parties like wallet, banks, UPI applications, etc.,
In this post, I will provide an overview of synthetic, How its works, and Synthetic used in Defi.

DeFi Lending/ Borrowing Platform Development
DeFi Smart Contract Development
DeFi DApp Development
DeFi Token Development
Decentralized Exchange Development
DeFi Synthetic Assets
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Synthetics can lower in funding costs.

Funding

Synthetics can liquidity reduces costs for investors in the market.

Liquidity creation

Synthetics can open up the marketplace to join free participation by recreating the cash flow in 
the website virtually. It supports the security through a combination of instruments and 
derivatives.

Market access

The Synthetix network works on two main assets: SNX (the native token) and Synths 
(the synthetic assets).

collateralization ratio. Once SNX minted, anyone in the world can access those synths for 
long-term investing, trading, and remittances.

The primary Synth minted is the platform’s have their native stablecoin.Which offers an onramp 
to trade any of the other Synths offered on the Synthetix Exchange. In return for collateralizing 
SNX, stakers earn rewards based on the fees generated via the Synthetix.exchange. 

How Does it Work? 

Mintr is the primary dApp within the Synthetix Network providing an UI for minting Synths and 
participating in the ecosystem at large. The users can connect to Mintr via through web3 wallets 
like MetaMask, Ledger, Trezor, and Coinbase Wallet. Once connected, users can carry out any of 
the aforementioned actions if they have a sufficient amount of SNX in their wallet.

Mintr 

Synthetix.Exchange provides users to buy and sell any Synths available on the platform. The 
exchange is accessed by connecting any type of web wallets or hardware wallet allowing users 
to easily convert to and from different Synths.

Synthetix Exchange

SNX tokens are staked as collateral in order to mint new user synthetic assets (Synths). SNX 
Stakers can earn fees generated from the SNX token in the Synthetix Exchange. 

SNX Token

There are few reasons why synthetics are useful to multiple participants in the decentralized 
finance (eDeFi) ecosystem.

Why synthetics and DeFi?

One of the challenges is bringing real-world assets on-chain in a trustless manner. Synthetics 
provide a mechanism for real-world assets to be traded on a blockchain with trust.

Scaling assets

One of the main issues is a lack of liquidity in the current Defi.  Synthetics could help the 
markets scale their operations by hedging positions and protecting profits.

Scaling liquidity
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Why Blockchainappsdeveloper For Crypto Synthetic 
Assets Development?
Blockchainappsdeveloper, a leading Decentralized Finance (DeFi) Development Company, has 
6+ years of experience in Cryptocurrency & blockchain technology. Develop a DeFi protocol for 
building Crypto Synthetic Assets with Blockchainappsdeveloper.

We offer the best Decentralized Finance (DeFi) cryptocurrency services to enterprises & 
start-ups globally.

DeFi Lending/ Borrowing Platform Development
DeFi Smart Contract Development
DeFi DApp Development
DeFi Token Development
Decentralized Exchange Development
DeFi Synthetic Assets

Another issue is the smart contract platforms with technical limitations. We haven’t yet solved 
cross-chain communication, which limits the availability of assets on a decentralized exchange 
platform for trade. With synthetic exchange the price exposure, however, traders don’t need 
direct ownership of an asset.

Scaling technology

The Ethereum allows smaller investors to access their benefits with synthetic. 

Scaling participation
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